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ABSTRACT
With the increasing ability of large language models (LLMs), in-
context learning (ICL) has evolved as a new paradigm for natural
language processing (NLP), where instead of fine-tuning the param-
eters of an LLM specific to a downstream taskwith labeled examples,
a small number of such examples is appended to a prompt instruc-
tion for controlling the decoder’s generation process. ICL, thus, is
conceptually similar to a non-parametric approach, such as 𝑘-NN,
where the prediction for each instance essentially depends on the
local topology, i.e., on a localised set of similar instances and their
labels (called few-shot examples). This suggests that a test instance
in ICL is analogous to a query in IR, and similar examples in ICL
retrieved from a training set relate to a set of documents retrieved
from a collection in IR. While standard unsupervised ranking mod-
els can be used to retrieve these few-shot examples from a training
set, the effectiveness of the examples can potentially be improved
by re-defining the notion of relevance specific to its utility for the
downstream task, i.e., considering an example to be relevant if in-
cluding it in the prompt instruction leads to a correct prediction.
With this task-specific notion of relevance, it is possible to train
a supervised ranking model (e.g., a bi-encoder or cross-encoder),
which potentially learns to optimally select the few-shot examples.
We believe that the recent advances in neural rankers can poten-
tially find a use case for this task of optimally choosing examples
for more effective downstream ICL predictions.
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• Information systems→ Information retrieval; • Comput-
ing methodologies→ Machine learning; Natural language
processing.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Research on large language models [58] (LLMs) is expanding in
scope and yielding significant scientific advancements rapidly. These
language models are pre-trained on large corpora of documents to
capture the inherent semantics of text in a generic task-independent
manner. Common pre-trainingmethodologies either involve amasked
language model (MLM) that predicts randomly masked tokens from
the text [17, 45, 64], or an auto-regressive model or causal language
model (CLM) which predicts a token only from its predecessor
tokens [5, 63, 82]. While MLM is employed in BERT [17] and its
successors, such as RoBERTa [45], BART [39] etc., the latter class
of models, i.e., CLM, is applied to train GPT variants [5, 58, 63] and
open-source Llama and Mistral variants [35, 79] etc. LLMs, when
scaled from millions to billions of parameters, have demonstrated
to be adaptable to a broad set of tasks due to instruction tuning [59],
in the sense that they are not only able to produce semantically
correct and coherent text but are also able to adapt themselves
surprisingly well with small changes in contexts supplied as inputs,
commonly called prompts [3].

This ability to adapt to unseen data and tasks with only a small
number of examples differs from the standard notion of supervised
learning, where the parameters of a pre-trained model (e.g., BERT
[17]) is then again learned (commonly referred to as ‘fine-tuning’)
from a training set of labelled examples. Instead, in few-shot learn-
ing or in-context learning (ICL), a small number of labelled exam-
ples from a training set are simply appended to a prompt instruction
to control the text generation in a desirable way beneficial to the
downstream task [41, 53, 54, 61]. In addition to leveraging ICL for
a purely generative task, e.g., question answering or abstractive
summarisation [5, 42, 78], a more common use is in a predictive
task, such as text classification [46, 52], where each class is spec-
ified by a set of words (commonly called a verbaliser [69]), e.g.,
for a binary sentiment classification task the positive class could
be defined by the set {‘good’, ‘great’, ‘wonderful’. . . }. Once each
class for a predictive task is well-defined, the generated text can be
mapped to the most likely class(es) by using the posterior over the
vocabulary generated by the decoder.

It is to be realised that ICL is somewhat conceptually similar to
a non-parametric approach, such as 𝑘-NN, where the prediction
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Figure 1: Aworkflow diagram illustrating how three verticals
of IR research fit into the workflow of in-context learning
(ICL). Section 3 discusses possible ways of adjusting unsu-
pervised and supervised QPP approaches for adapting the
number of ICL examples. Section 4 discusses ideas of how
to learn the notion of downstream usefulness of examples.
Section 5 discusses methodologies related to diversifying ex-
amples for ICL.

for each instance essentially depends on the local topology, i.e.,
on a localised set of similar instances and their labels (called few-
shot examples) - the only difference of ICL with 𝑘-NN is that the
former involves a frozen set of encoder-decoder parameters of an
underlying LLM, where ICL generally works well on any domain
with only a small number of examples because, unlike supervised
models, it does not suffer from overfitting the parameters on a
particular set of labelled examples. Instead, the semantics expressed
in the examples potentially play a key role in controlling the text
generation process to yield the desired output—text generation
process to yield the desired output – either the text itself or a
mapping into a class prediction.

The usefulness of localised examples, akin to the nearest neighbor-
based prediction, suggests a strong case of analogy between ICL
and ad-hoc IR. More precisely, a test instance in ICL is analogous to
a query in IR, and similar examples in ICL retrieved from a training
set relate to a set of documents retrieved from a collection in IR.
This analogy opens up several interesting research questions in ICL
concerning the effective use of IR to improve ICL predictions. In this
perspective paper, we discuss particular components of ICL that
can be mapped to known and well-researched IR problems. This
means that the solutions to these problems that the IR community
has researched over decades can potentially be applied to improve

the effectiveness of ICL. Moreover, this should also be of interest to
an IR researcher to develop new methodologies for classic problems
in IR, such as that of document retrieval or query performance
prediction (QPP) [14, 65, 73], specifically catered to a downstream
predictive task, hence opening up new possibilities of evaluating
novel IR methodologies beyond retrieval tasks.

We now propose the following three main ways of incorporating
the ideas from core IR into ICL. First, during inference in ICL,
instead of using a constant number of examples for each instance,
a potentially better approach could be to make the number of
examples variable. A similar problem in IR is to predict howmany
documents to retrieve (or equivalently to predict the rank cutoff
threshold [2, 4]), which is also closely tied to the problem of query
performance prediction (QPP) [14, 65, 73]. In the context of ICL,
this means that for some test instances, one can find more ‘useful’
examples from the training set (an example can be considered
useful if including it as a part of the prompt leads an LLM to the
correct prediction). In contrast, it is difficult for others to find such
useful examples. An ICL method that is aware of the quality of the
examples can, hence, potentially adapt itself, e.g., by using a higher
number of examples if the example quality is predicted to be poor.

Second, we propose to make the underlying metric space – used
to compute the similarities between a test instance and the exam-
ples – learnable. The objective of learning this similarity function
would be to rank the ‘useful’ examples ahead of the not useful ones.
Unsupervised retrieval models only consider the similarity between
the textual content of a test instance and the training instances.
However, a supervised retrieval model learned via a standard
ranking objective (e.g., noise-contrastive loss [30]) using triplets –
each triplet constituting a test instance (query), a useful example
(relevant document), and a not useful one (non-relevant document)
– may specifically capture the inherent semantics of the utility of
examples for a particular test instance.

Third, diversity of examples is likely to play a part in the ef-
fectiveness of ICL because an example that is different from the
previous one selected should be more informative to an LLM de-
coder to generate relevant words which can then be mapped to the
correct class. This can also be traced to facet or aspect-based IR
which attempts to make the top retrieved set of documents cater to
all the latent aspects of an information need [49, 80].

These three core tasks in IR, namely that of QPP, supervised
ranking or learning to rank, and diverse or faceted IR have
a long history of thorough investigation, which have constantly
pushed the boundaries of the state-of-the-art achievable for these
tasks. In this perspective paper, we argue that this knowledge gained
by the IR community could be beneficial to further improve the
effectiveness of generative AI for text.

In the next section (Section 2), we provide a brief technical in-
troduction to the concept of ICL, following which, we structure the
remainder of the paper into three sections detailing on how each
of the specific IR tasks can be applied to an ICL workflow, i.e., QPP
for adaptive ICL (Section 3), learning to rank for learning to order
examples in ICL (Section 4), and diversity-based and faceted IR for
obtaining more informative examples in ICL (Section 5). Although
an exhaustive empirical validation of each of these independent
ideas for improving ICL is beyond the scope of a perspective paper,
we do, however, include a preliminary evaluation to support the
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use-case of QPP in ICL (Section 6), where we show that adjusting
the number of examples in a data-driven manner does lead to sig-
nificant improvements. We believe that this focused investigation,
along with the other ideas presented, would motivate other NLP
researchers to apply black-box established IR methodologies or
even IR researchers to adjust the state-of-the-art IR methodologies
to specifically cater to the downstream predictive tasks in ICL.

2 IN-CONTEXT LEARNING
We first provide a brief technical introduction to In-Context Learn-
ing (ICL) before describing how the ICL methodology can be im-
proved by incorporating core ideas from IR.

2.1 A Formal Introduction
In-context learning (ICL), unlike supervised learning, does not in-
volve training a set of parameters 𝜃 on labeled examples. Rather, the
posteriors are now a function of the following: a) text of the input
test instance, b) the decoder parameters of a pre-trained large lan-
guage model (LLM), c) a prompt instruction, and d) optionally, a set
of 𝑘 input examples (commonly called 𝑘-shot learning). Formally,

𝑃 (𝑦 |x) = 𝑓 (x,P𝑘 (x);𝜙LLM), (1)

where, different from a supervised setup, the function 𝑓 does not
have a parameterized representation that can be learned using a
training set with gradient descent. The function itself depends on
the pre-trained parameters 𝜙LLM of an LLM, the current inputs for
which a label is to be predicted, and a prompt comprising a set of 𝑘
text units denoted by P𝑘 (x).

Since the decoder of an LLM generates a sequence of words of the
form of𝑤1, . . . ,𝑤𝑁 (𝑁 being the maximum length of a sequence),
the class posterior likelihoods are computed in the following way.
A set of classes (say for a 𝑝-way classification problem) is mapped
to 𝑝 different equivalent sets of words, say 𝑉 (𝑦), where 𝑦 ∈ Z𝑝
– these sets commonly being called verbalisers [32]. For instance,
for a binary classification problem (e.g., that of a movie review
as shown in Figure 2), 𝑝 = 2 (i.e., 𝑦 ∈ {0, 1}), and a reasonable
way to define the verbaliser sets could be via the following words:
𝑉 (0) = {‘false’, ‘negative’}, and 𝑉 (1) = {‘true’, ‘positive’}.

Note that the word ‘learning’ in ICL is a misnomer because there
are no updates to the decoder parameters of an LLM. For more
details on ICL, please refer to these excellent surveys [20, 47].

2.2 The role of IR
One of themost important components of ICL (as shown in Figure 2)
is the search component that outputs a top-𝑘 candidate set of similar
instances from the training set, i.e., P𝑘 (x) of Equation 1. Although,
in principle, it is possible to include random examples from the
training set in the prompt, it has been shown that localised examples
(i.e., examples that are topically similar to the current instance) yield
better performance [44, 47]. The reason why this works can be
traced to the fundamental principle of reproducing kernel Hilbert
spaces (RKHS) machine learning – that a predictor function is
an aggregation of parameterised kernel functions pivoted around
training data instances [60].

It is thus crucial to retrieve as many relevant examples as possible
from the training set while imposing a practical constraint on the

number of such examples for efficiency reasons – a classic trade-off
of recall and precision in IR ad-hoc retrieval; the only difference is
that relevance for ICL needs to be defined in terms of the utility or
usefulness of an example towards the correct prediction.

A similar question explored in IR is where to stop reading a
ranked list because there is little utility in retrieving documents
due to the low probability of finding relevant documents beyond a
certain rank cutoff [2, 4]. What is more challenging is that this rank
cut-off depends on the number of relevant documents occurring in
the collection for a specific query, that is to say, while some queries
with well-defined information needs are associated with a small
number of relevant documents satisfying the specific relevance
criterion, other queries with broader information needs usually
are associated with a higher number of relevant documents [6]. In
core IR research, this problem is usually addressed by estimating
the retrieval qualities of queries – the assumption being that well-
specified queries yield better retrieval results (in terms of precision
and recall), whereas ill-specified ones suffer from poor retrieval
quality due to the apparent ambiguity of information need. This mo-
tivation paves the path to the following section, where we discuss
how query performance prediction (QPP) can also be beneficial to
the related problem of retrieving similar examples in ICL.

3 ADAPTIVE ICL ↦→ QPP?
In this section, we describe an adaptive approach to the selection of
examples for ICL.We outline analogous principles from IR literature
that can be applied in broader tasks.

3.1 A Variable Number of Examples
The observation in IR that different queries exhibit different levels
of retrieval performance can be utilised for ICL, where we can
draw an analogy that some test instances are associated with better
candidates for training examples (i.e., examples which are useful
in the sense that including them as a part of the prompt leads to
correct predictions), and hence including a small number of them
should be adequate. On the other hand, the retrieval quality for
some test instances (used as queries for ICL) does not yield good
candidates. As a result, one needs to look down the ranked list
further to collect useful examples.

We call this methodology of using a variable number of demon-
strations for ICL inference by the name ‘Adaptive In-Context
Learning’, or AICL for short. The idea of AICL centres around
choosing the context P𝑘 (x) in a data-driven manner, i.e., making 𝑘
a function of the data (current instance x) itself. This is somewhat
analogous to choosing different values of 𝑘 for a 𝑘-NN based non-
parametric modeling [87], as shown in Figure 3. The motivation is
that classifying some instances would be more difficult than others,
in which cases they are potentially to be benefited from a larger
value of 𝑘 (more context). On the other hand, for relatively easy data
instances using too much context may be detrimental for effective
prediction.

Formally speaking, the difference of AICL with that of ICL (Equa-
tion 1) is that the value 𝑘 , indicating the size of the neighborhood,
is no longer a constant. Instead, we denote it by a parameterised
function 𝜅 (x) such that

𝑃 (𝑦 |x) = 𝑓 (x,P𝜅 (x) (x);𝜙LLM), (2)
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Figure 2: Example workflow of In-Context Learning for sentiment classification. The illustrative example shows a sample
test instance for which a single demonstration (as retrieved from the training set) does not result in the correct prediction
(prediction shown at the top). The example also shows that increasing the number of demonstrations from one to two results
in the correct prediction (shown at the bottom). Demonstrations included within the prompt are shown in blue.

Figure 3: Motivation behind using a variable sized neigh-
borhood for 𝑘-NN classification [87]: An instance close to a
decision boundary (black ‘?’) is likely to have a higher hetero-
geneity in its class distribution, thus indicating the necessity
of a larger neighborhood for an effective classification.

where 𝜅 : x ↦→ {0, . . . , 𝑀}, 𝑀 being an upper bound on the num-
ber of example instances. We now suggest how unsupervised or
supervised approaches may be applied to choose the rank cutoff 𝜅 .

3.2 Unsupervised Rank Cutoff
Among unsupervised approaches, two main ideas in IR research
can be used to determine the number of examples in ICL.

Score Distribution-based Models. The first thread of work is
based on the hypothesis that the scores of relevant and non-relevant
documents follow a different statistical distribution, e.g., Arampatzis
et al. propose to use a mixture of Normal-Exponential distributions
– Normal for relevant and Exponential for non-relevant documents
– to model the score distribution of top-ranked documents. The
work in [2] uses expectation maximisation (EM) to estimate the
parameters of this mixture distribution and thereby predict the
most likely cutoff rank beyond which the probability of finding
a relevant document is considerably low. Such ideas of utilising
the characteristic differences between the score distributions of
relevant and non-relevant documents have also been used for query
performance prediction (QPP) [12].

While an EM from retrieval scores allows provision for applying
a variable number of examples, the following are some ICL-specific
challenges that need to be researched.

• With the notion of relevance being changed to ‘downstream
utility’, the score distributions of useful and not useful exam-
ples may not follow the same mixture distribution of Normal-
Exponential as reported in [2, 12]. It will be an interesting future
research direction to investigate the latent relations between the
similarity scores and the downstream utility of the examples in
the context of ICL.
• With a threshold on the score-distributions, it is difficult to restrict
the cutoff to a maximum value, which is essential for ICL due to
a maximum limit on the input size to an LLM.
• A score distribution-based approach does not explicitly consider
the information from the queries themselves (equivalently, the
test instances in ICL).

We now describe another thread of work in IR research that may
help alleviate the last two limitations.

QPP-based Models. Different from the rank cut-off strategies,
query performance prediction (QPP) models seek to estimate the
retrieval quality of a query. As a direct analogy, suchmethods can be
applied to the top-similar examples retrieved in ICL with a different
objective of predicting the usefulness of the examples.

Most of the classic works inQPP involve unsupervised approaches
that make use of the information from the set of top-retrieved doc-
uments to estimate how topically distinct are the top-retrieved
documents from the rest of the collection – a large difference indi-
cating potentially better retrieval quality [10]. Various evidences
extracted from the top-retrieved documents have been shown to
be useful for different post-retrieval QPP estimation methods. This
includes i) the KL divergence between the language model of the
top-retrieved documents and the collection model in Clarity [10], ii)
the aggregated values of the information gains of each top-retrieved
document with respect to the collection in WIG (Weighted Informa-
tion Gain) [88], iii) the skew of the RSVs (Retrieval Status Values)
measured with variance in NQC (Normalized Query Commitment)
[72], iv) ideas based on the clustering hypothesis for a pairwise
document similarity matrix [19], and, more recently, v) the charac-
teristics of the embedded space of documents and queries [21, 66].

A suitable adaptation of these existing techniques can be applied
in a two-stage pipeline to determine the number of examples in
ICL. As a first step, one can employ a QPP methodology to predict
the retrieval quality (in terms of the usefulness) of a set of ordered
examples – a high value likely indicating that the useful examples
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Algorithm 1: LLM 𝑘-shot predictions
Input: x – an instance from the training set
Input: 𝑘 (< 𝑀 ) – number of examples (max𝑀)
Output: Δ𝑝 – Softmax posteriors
begin

𝑁𝑘 (x) ← {z1, . . . , z𝑘 }
Instruction← “Predict the type of ⟨x⟩ as one of
{⟨𝐶0 ⟩, . . . , ⟨𝐶𝑝−1 ⟩} given the following example”.

for 𝑖 ← 1 to 𝑘 do
Instruction.append(“Example: ⟨z𝑖 ⟩ is a representative
of class ⟨𝑦 (z𝑖 ) ⟩”)

Δ𝑝 ← LLM(Instruction)
return Δ𝑝

can potentially be found at the very top ranks, as a result of which,
a small number of examples should potentially work well. On the
other hand, a low QPP estimate likely indicates that the very top
ranked examples are not likely to be useful for downstream predic-
tion, in which case it should be better to employ a large number
of examples. This approach of selecting rank cutoffs (with an up-
per bound) as a function of the QPP scores has been applied to
determine a variable depth of relevance assessments required for a
robust retrieval evaluation [25].

3.3 Supervised Rank Cutoff
Instead of devising a heuristic to predict the number of training
examples to use for a test instance x, i.e., 𝜅 (x), a supervised ap-
proach can be applied to solve this as a classification problem, i.e.,
𝜅 ≡ Softmax(xT𝜃 ), where 𝜃 is a set of layer(s) of parameters. The
underlying hypothesis is that if we provide enough training data
constituting the optimal number of examples for a range of topical
content, we should be able to learn to predict the likely number of
examples to use for unseen text during inference time.

To train a classifier that maps a text to a number between 1 to
𝑀 (the maximum number of examples), it is necessary to obtain
the ground-truth labels, i.e., the optimal number of examples, for
each instance in the training set. We propose to obtain this by the
following methodology: Given a training set instance x, one can
employ a similarity function (e.g., BM25) to retrieve a candidate
set of 𝑀 examples - {z1, . . . , z𝑀 }. Since x is an instance from the
training set, we can utilise its label to check if the 𝑘-shot predictions
using an LLM are correct. It may happen that correct predictions
are obtained for several values of 𝑘 ∈ {1, . . . , 𝑀}. Several strategies
can be adapted to define the ground-truth number of examples.
For instance, one can stop early and simply select the smallest
𝑘 that results in a correct prediction. Alternatively, a potentially
more robust procedure would be to exhaustively check through all
possible values of 𝑘 = 1, . . . , 𝑀 , and select the one that results in a
correct prediction with the least uncertainty [67, 75].

The workflow of this least uncertainty-based selection of the
ground truth for the number of ICL examples is shown in Algorithm
2. Algorithm 1, which is invoked during the ground-truth construc-
tion, shows a sample prompt template for text classification.

After executing Algorithm 2, we obtain a set of ground-truth
labelsK which could then be used to train a classifier, parameterised

Algorithm 2: Optimal number of examples
Input: T – a training set of labelled instances
Output: K = ∪x∈T𝑘∗ (x) – Number of examples yielding the most

confident and correct predictions for each instance x ∈ T
begin

for x ∈ T do
max_confidence ← 0; 𝑘∗ ← 1
for 𝑗 ← 0 to𝑀 do

Δ𝑝 ← LLM 𝑘-shot predictions(x, 𝑗) // Call

Algorithm 1, i.e., try to predict with 𝑗 examples

�̂� (x) ← argmaxΔ𝑝 // Get the predicted class

confidence← Δ�̂� (x) I(�̂� (x) = 𝑦 (x) ) // Check if

the predicted class is the correct one and record

the prediction confidence

if confidence > max_confidence then
max_confidence ← confidence // Keep track

of the least uncertain correct prediction

𝑘∗ ← 𝑗
K ← K ∪ 𝑘∗

return K

by 𝜃 , via optimising:

argmin𝜃
∑︁

x∈T,𝑘∗∈K
L(xT𝜃, 𝑘∗), (3)

where L is a standard loss function, e.g., the cross-entropy.
During inference, for each x ∈ E (E denoting an evaluation set),

we propose to apply the classifier 𝜅 : x ↦→ {1, . . . , 𝑀} – trained via
Equation 3 – to predict the number of examples, and eventually
conduct a 𝜅 (x)-shot prediction on x (Equation 2).

3.4 Open Research Questions and Challenges
Till now in this section, we described how unsupervised and super-
vised approaches can be applied to dynamically select the number
of examples to be used for an ICL-based prediction. In this section,
we discuss some research directions that could be explored to adapt
ICL in alternative ways to further improve its effectiveness.

First, we would like to point out to the existing work on gener-
ating query variants, as a part of a data augmentation strategy, to
devise alternative formulations of the same or similar information
needs. This has been shown to improve the effectiveness of rankers
[28], query performance prediction [15, 86] relevance feedback [7],
and even act as a tool to measure consistency of IR models [70].
Given the recent success of zero-shot query generation capabilities
of LLMs [1, 83], we believe that augmenting a test instance with
alternative text representations can be useful to eventually improve
retrieval quality (and hence potentially improve the downstream
ICL effectiveness). The unsupervised and supervised approaches for
predicting the number of examples per query (test instance) may
also lead to better ICL effectiveness, as per the existing findings that
variants do actually help improve QPP [15, 86]. We thus formulate
the following two research questions aligned along this direction.
• RQ-3.1: Can query variants generated by LLMs (or otherwise)
improve the prediction of the number of examples to use for each
instance?
• RQ-3.2: Can relevance feedback based approaches with or with-
out the use of generated query variants help reorder the top-𝑘
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initially retrieved candidate set of examples towards a better
prediction of the number of examples?
The other direction of work involves a dynamic selection of

not just the neighborhood size but also other ICL parameters. For
instance, the verbaliser [69] sets can be selected dynamically from a
set of alternatives based on the input instance. Further, a prompt can
also be selected dynamically - again based on the input instance;
an unsupervised approach exploring this idea has already been
studied in [75]. Generally speaking, the research question that can
potentially be explored is the following.
• RQ-3.3: Can other ICL parameters also be chosen in a data-driven
manner to lead to better effectiveness, e.g., the verbaliser, the
prompt, or even an LLM itself (akin to a mixture of experts)?

4 RANK ICL EXAMPLES ↦→ SUPERVISED IR?
In this section, we discuss another crucial aspect of ICL that can
potentially be improved by developing ranking models specifi-
cally suited to a different notion of relevance: ICL downstream
task-specific usefulness of examples. The concept of an effective ex-
ample in core neural IR is well-researched, particularly the notion
of ‘hard’ negatives during fine-tuning [27, 36]. These negatives
have improved downstream precision on ranking tasks [84] and,
more generally, representation learning [29].

Specific to few-shot learning, Rubin et al. [67] employed a noise
contrastive estimation (NCE) loss [30] to train a bi-encoder-based
pairwise ranker using SBERT [64] embeddings. For training the
ranking model, pairs of instances (relevant and non-relevant exam-
ples) were collected in the following way. For each pivot instance
x from a training set, the authors employed BM25 to constitute a
top-𝑘 candidate set of examples. Each pair (x, z𝑖 ) was then tested
to check whether a 1-shot prediction with z𝑖 was correct, in which
case, z𝑖 was classified as a relevant example for x, or else it was
considered as a non-relevant one. Batches comprising relevant and
non-relevant pairs were then constituted to train a standard NCE
loss. While the work of Rubin et al. [67] is a definitive step towards
leveraging a task-specific notion of relevance, the investigation
should not be considered complete. Several potentially promising
research directions should be explored to improve ICL effectiveness
further. We now provide a survey of neural ranking literature intro-
ducing core paradigms which may be utilised in example selection.

Bi-Encoder architecture. A bi-encoder architecture encodes
text into a latent representation that can be compared in a vector
space; in the context of a retrieval task, these texts would be queries
and documents. While a bi-encoder is implemented either with
a Siamese network of shared parameters [64] or as a single en-
coder [48], the latter has become prevalent in recent years [36, 84].

The performance of neural models in search was significantly
improved with the release of BERT [18]. Karpukhin et al. [36] first
proposed the use of ‘hard’ negatives mined from BM25 to improve
the precision of BERT-based rankers. Gao et al. [27] then proposed
a variant of the NCE objective, ‘Localised Contrastive Estimation’,
in which multiple negatives are sampled for each query to account
for the variance in the notion of non-relevance. In doing so, they
also showed the effectiveness of hard negatives mined from fine-
tuned rankers. To further improve the quality of negative samples,
Xiong et al. [85] proposed that a model could choose negatives

during training to allow negatives to become continuously ‘harder’
as fine-tuning progresses.

At a conceptual level, bi-encoders generally represent a text
as a single embedding by using the representation of the BERT
[CLS] token as a proxy for the entire sequence. Other pooling
methods are effective, including maximum sequence similarity [13]
and late interaction in which a max pooling is performed over the
token-level similarity of each query token to document tokens [37].
More recent works instead use a BERT-style encoder with a shallow
decoder, which places greater emphasis on the ability of the encoder
during pre-training. This architectural development has yielded not
only state-of-the-art recall but new pre-training styles, including
lexical grounding [71] and text reconstruction [84].

The separate encoding of queries and documents allows for the
offline encoding of documents which can vastly improve online la-
tency. This is often coupled with an approximate nearest neighbour
search in a vector space [31, 37]. More specifically, after training
a bi-encoder model, the parameters of the trained model act as
‘embeddings’ for each document in the collection. During inference
time, a query is first embedded into a vector. Then an approximate
nearest neighbour search, e.g., HNSW [50], is conducted on an in-
dexed representation of these dense document vectors. Therefore,
exploring the potential benefits gained from efficient, dense end-
to-end retrieval of training examples for effective ICL can be an
interesting research direction.

Cross-Encoder architecture. A cross-encoder instead jointly
encodes a query and document at inference time [55], allowing
deep interactions between texts that are impossible in a bi-encoder
architecture. Empirically, these models are more precise than bi-
encoders at the expense of latency, as representations cannot be
pre-computed in a standard setting. Both BERT- and T5-based archi-
tectures have been proposed [55, 56]; in the case of a BERT model,
a feed-forward classification head is used to output class probabili-
ties of relevance [55]. In the case of a sequence-to-sequence model,
token logits are taken as surrogates for class probabilities [56].
Recent developments in LLMs have prompted research in these
large decoder-only models as text rankers. A list-wise approach is
commonly taken in which a model receives multiple documents
for a given query and outputs a permutation of the original rank-
ing [62, 77]. The development of these models is still in its infancy
but it offers opportunities to investigate highly precise ranking
models potentially in sample mining beyond simple ad-hoc search.

Therefore, it is reasonable to assume that employing a cross-
encoder to learn ranking examples by their downstream useful-
ness should yield better results than a bi-encoder-based approach.
An interesting research direction would hence be to investigate
the optimal architecture within an ICL pipeline, considering the
efficiency-effectiveness trade-off.

Teacher Distillation. Moreover, a rich literature exists on dis-
tilling the more computationally expensive cross-encoder models
into the simpler bi-encoder, the former acting as a teacher model
and the latter as a student [31]. Distilling a teacher model into
a bi-encoder one allows provision for end-to-end dense retrieval
without requiring any sparse index to retrieve a candidate top-𝑘 .
Two core paradigms of distillation are homogeneous architecture
and heterogeneous architecture distillation. The former generally
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will distill one model into a newly initialised copy via minimisation
of a divergence metric over either the final hidden state [43] or
internal states such as attention layers [34]. The latter minimises
prediction error between teacher and student models commonly
via a mean squared error criterion over triplet residuals (residual
between positive and negative example scores), allowing for ‘cross-
architecture knowledge distillation’ [31] as a scalar relevance score
is not architecture dependent. This approach has become a core
component of many state-of-the-art dense retrieval models, fre-
quently beginning with a cross-encoder teacher used to mine hard
negatives and teacher scores before a second stage distillation is
performed using the previous distilled model as a teacher [71, 84].
A parallel area of work gaining traction is knowledge sharing be-
tween a retrieval system and a generative model [33, 34, 40]. This
paradigm is directly correlated with our perspective with recent
work finding success in directly optimising a retriever to maximise
downstream QA performance [34]. However, these systems are
currently brittle with Cuconasu et al. [11] finding that the addition
of irrelevant content before a gold label answer as context to a QA
system can improve performance against any intuition, suggesting
much work can be done in this area to optimise how we present a
model with ICL examples.

4.1 Combined Utility of ICL Examples
There exists a fundamental difference between relevance of docu-
ments in IR and usefulness of examples in ICL. In IR, a document’s
relevance is independent of the relevance of another document,
and when combined, the information still remains relevant. The
situation is more complex for ICL. More precisely speaking, two
labeled instances in ICL that are useful examples by themselves
(i.e., when used as a 1-shot demonstration results in a correct pre-
diction) may not be yielding a correct prediction when combined
for a 2-shot inference [46]. This is likely to happen because the
decoder, on obtaining too much of a context, can be biased towards
a specific topical cluster of words corresponding to the incorrect
class descriptor.

While more investigation is required to analyse the empirical
likelihood of this phenomenon of ‘non-cooperation’ between ex-
amples occurring, it is worth exploring what adjustments may be
needed at a methodology level to even define an ideal ranking of
the training data examples for few-shot ICL. The objective in this
case is not just to maximise the number of ‘relevant documents’
(as per the IR analogy) within the top-𝑘 , but rather to ensure the
combined usefulness of the examples. A possible direction towards
this could be to adapt a listwise ranking model with this modified
notion of combined relevance (usefulness).

A more computationally efficient approach would be to operate
at the level of pairs, i.e., predict which pairs are concordant and
discordant. An element of each pair takes on a Boolean value (either
useful as a 1-shot example or not), which means that the number
of different ways in which a pair can be either concordant or dis-
cordant is the number of possible Boolean functions of 2 variables,
which is 16 (two such sample functions are Boolean OR, where if
one of the examples is useful - so is the combination, and XNOR
where a pair is discordant if either of the examples are useful as
1-shot). Since, in the general case, the number of Boolean functions

of 𝑛 variables is 22
𝑛
, listwise training with 𝑛 > 3 will likely be

computationally prohibitive.

Open research questions. Before concluding this section, we
now summarise the importance of the following IR-specific research
questions for ranking examples in ICL.
• RQ-4.1: Is ICL sensitive to the choice of a neural retrieval model,
i.e., can we get an improvement using a basic Siamese model over
SBERT as envisaged in [67]?
• RQ-4.2: How faithful is the assumption that a combination of
several 1-shot useful examples remain useful for ICL prediction?
• RQ-4.3: If the answer to RQ-4.2 is negative, then there is a
significant scope of improving over standard learning to rank
approach by explicitly modeling concordance (or the lack of it)
of the usefulness of examples in ICL. How can we adjust ranking
models, and how much improvement can we achieve over a
baseline of the standard few-shot?

5 INFORMATIVE EXAMPLES ↦→ FACETED IR?
In this section, we discuss the last of our proposed verticals towards
an effective ICL workflow as outlined in Figure 2, which is that of
seeking to provide relevant but diverse contexts to an LLM. More
precisely speaking, topical diversity of the examples should play an
important role in preventing a decoder bias towards a single topic.
This is more true for text generation tasks, such as non-factoid
question answering, where an LLM decoder needs to be aware of
the different sub-topics to be able to construct a comprehensive
answer. Even for classification tasks, diverse examples are likely to
help a decoder consider a majority of likely topics (the verbalisers
of which map to descriptors of closely related categories) during
inference, thus minimising the risks of misclassification.

Faceted search has been well studied in IR. Explained simply,
a faceted search system extracts the multiple different aspects of
the information need from the top-retrieved set and maps each
retrieved document to one of these aspects [9, 22–24]. Faceted
search is particularly useful for queries with broader information
needs, where it can assist a user to reformulate their information
need to one of the more specific aspects of the broader one, e.g.,
transform a query ‘dehumidifiers’ to ‘price range of dehumidifiers’
where the intention (information need facet) is to buy one [6].

Faceted search is closely related to the concept of diversified
ranking [8], where search systems seek to improve the retrieval
effectiveness for all possible aspects of a broader information need,
e.g., for the earlier example query on ‘dehumidifiers’, retrieve docu-
ments related to information on both the aspects of price ranges,
technical specifications, product reviews, and general knowledge
on dehumidifiers. Santos et al. [68] propose to leverage query vari-
ants (what the paper calls ‘sub-queries’) and their top-retrieved
lists for constructing a list of documents potentially relevant to
each facet of the original query. Close to diversity is the concept of
fair search which seeks to mitigate biases towards any particular
aspects of information need, and recently neural approaches have
become common to balance relevance with fairness [57].

From a search user’s perspective, it has been shown that diver-
sified retrieval systems play an important role in improving the
search experience, by providing greater coverage of a topic and
mitigating potential bias in search results [51]. Similarly, a greater
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topical coverage and a less topical bias can potentially lead an LLM
decoder towards contexts more useful for a downstream task. In
fact, Levy et al. [38] show that diversifying the few-shot exam-
ples on the basis of abstract syntax tree (AST) structures improves
the downstream task of compositional generalisation. This indeed
shows a positive direction of research where the considerable vol-
ume of work conducted on faceted search and diversification by
the IR community can be useful for ICL.

However, similar to relevance, the notion of diversity would also
need suitable adjustments for ICL. A suitable notion of diversity
should not just consider similarities between the input examples
but rather also their class labels and, more importantly, similarities
in the ways in which they affect an LLM decoder’s generation path.
Two examples which both output similar output trees should not
be considered diverse. In principle, one can potentially adapt the
classification methodology that we proposed to learn the optimal
number of examples based on minimising the prediction uncertain-
ties for the purpose of classifying if a given pair of examples is
diverse or not. Furthermore, we posit that neural approaches that
take into account both relevance and fairness or diversity (again
both in the context of downstream ICL) should find a use-case in
ICL to help diversify the useful examples.

Open research questions. Based on the discussions in this
section, we now outline the following research directions.

• RQ-5.1: How sensitive is ICL towards the topical diversity of the
examples?
• RQ-5.2: How can the standard notion of diversity be extended to
consider the latent dependence between the input and the output
of an LLM decoder aligning towards a specific downstream task?
• RQ-5.3: How may existing IR metrics for diversity (e.g., 𝛼-nDCG
[8]) be adapted to measure how effective is the example retrieval
for downstream ICL?
• RQ-5.4: How can multi-objective neural ranking models be
trained to jointly learn downstream specific usefulness and di-
versity for ICL?

6 PRELIMINARY EVALUATION
In this section, we report the results of our initial investigation,
which was conducted to answer a subset of research questions of
the first vertical, i.e., to develop an effective adaptive version of ICL
that can dynamically select the number of examples.

6.1 Research Questions and Dataset
Research Questions Investigated. In Section 3.2, we discussed

the possibilities of applying QPP-inspired unsupervised approaches
for selecting a cutoff point in the ranked list of examples. On the
other hand, in Section 3.3 we proposed a classifier-based approach
to learn the optimal number of examples. In our experiments, we
compare the supervised approach of Algorithm 2 and anNQC-based
unsupervised approach for adaptive 𝑘-shot and compare both with
static 𝑘-shot on standard datasets for text classification. Explicitly
stated, we investigate the following research question.

• CRQ-1: Does adaptively selecting the number of examples in
ICL lead to improved downstream effectiveness?

• CRQ-2: Does an unsupervised approach obtain a reasonable
performance as compared to a supervised one?

Since our experiments answer the above questions, they are not
open, unlike the ones we expounded on in this paper. Therefore,
we prefix these questions with a ‘C’ (closed).

Dataset. We conduct experiments on three text classification
datasets, namely AGNews [16], Jigsaw Toxic Comment1 and SST2
[74]. Below, we provide more details on each dataset.

• AGNews: AGNews is a topic classification dataset constituting
news articles from theWeb. Each document in the dataset belongs
to one of the following 4 classes: World, Sports, Business, and
Sci/Tech. The total number of training instances is 120, 000,
while the test set size is 7, 600. Each class contains 30, 000 samples
from the train set and 1, 900 instances from the test set.
• Jigsaw Toxic Comments: Due to its societal impact, toxicity
prediction is a problem of considerable practical interest. This
dataset, released by Jigsaw and Google as a part of a Kaggle
competition, comprises of comments extracted from Wikipedia’s
talk page, each being annotated by human evaluators across six
categories representing toxic behaviors: toxic, ‘severe toxic’,
obscene, threat, insult, and ‘identity hate’.
• SST2: The Stanford Sentiment Treebank (SST) is a corpus with
fully labeled parse trees that allows for a complete analysis of
the compositional effects of sentiment in a language. The corpus
consists of 11, 855 sentences extracted from movie reviews. Being
parsed with the Stanford parser, it constitutes a total of 215, 154
unique phrases from the parse trees, each annotated by 3 human
judges. The SST2 (also called SST-binary) dataset is a subset of
SST, specifically prepared for the task of binary classification.
More precisely, neutral sentences from SST were discarded, and
two level, each for the negative and the positive classes were
merged thus yielding two classes in total.

6.2 Methods and Parameters
Our proposed methods for Adaptive ICL (AICL). As novel

methods for adaptive ICL, we employ the following:

• The supervised strategy of Algorithm 2, which we call supervised
adaptive ICL (SAICL).
• A QPP-based unsupervised strategy (as per the generic direction
outlined in Section 3.2), where we compute the rank cutoff in a
relatively simple way, stated as follows. First, given a top-𝑀 set of
candidate examples, we compute a normalised value of the NQC
estimator [72] (we employ a max normalisation, the normalisa-
tion constant being the max NQC value from the training set). We
then quantise the normalised values into𝑀 equi-spaced intervals
ranging from 0 to the max NQC value. As per the hypothesis
that a higher NQC value indicates a better retrieval quality, we
employ the inverse linear relation and end up selecting a value
close to 0 for higher NQC, and a value close to 𝑀 for smaller
ones. We call this method QPP-AICL.

Baselines. As baselines to compare SAICL andQPP-AICL against,
we employ the following:

1https://www.kaggle.com/c/jigsaw-toxic-comment-classification-challenge

https://www.kaggle.com/c/jigsaw-toxic-comment-classification-challenge
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• 0-shot: This approach simply inputs an instruction without sup-
plying any examples.
• Static ICL (SICL): This refers to the standard method of sup-
plying a fixed number of semantically-similar examples as input,
similar to [44]. This is different from AICL in that the number of
examples in the prompt is always fixed, however, the examples
themselves vary for different test inputs based on semantic simi-
larity. For a fair comparison with AICL methods, we report the
results obtained with three different values of 𝑘 : 1, ⌈𝑀2 ⌉ and𝑀

representing the most conservative (in terms of the input size),
average, and least conservative situations. In our case, 𝑀 = 5,
which means that our standard ICL experiments operate with
the 1-shot, 3-shot and 5-shot settings.

Model and hyper-parameter settings. Among a relatively
large number of available choices for available LLMs – either open-
source models or black-box cloud APIs – we, in particular, conduct
our experiments on GPT-J [76]. GPT-J is an open-source GPT-3-like
model trained on the Pile dataset [26]. GPT-J-6B yields performance
comparable to the 6.7 billion parameter GPT-3 (Curie) on a variety
of tasks [81]. The maximum context length (in terms of number of
tokens) of GPT-J is 2048.

In our experiments, we vary 𝑀 - the maximum number of ex-
amples, from 1 to 5 (for static ICL this is denoted by 𝑘). For a fair
comparison, we use the identical prompt template (as shown in
Algorithm 1) and greedy decoding with the same verbalizers across
all methods employed in our experiments.

6.3 Results
Table 1 shows the results (in terms of macro-averaged precision,
recall and F1) obtained by the different ICL strategies. It can be
seen that SAICL turns out to be the best among the competing
approaches. The reason it outperforms the best baseline (static ICL)
is that SAICL is able to effectively adapt the number of examples
to use, thereby preventing itself from the degradation effects of
non-relevant (not useful) examples. In effect, it learns a latent rela-
tionship between the topical content and the quantity of context
required to guide the decoder’s output in the right direction effec-
tively. Moreover, SAICL is able to operate more effectively with
smaller input sizes (see the average value of 𝑘 and also the average
size of the input in terms of the number of tokens), which means
that it is computationally faster as compared to static ICL (SICL).
Our observations reveal that CRQ-1 is answered in the affirmative,
i.e., an adaptive selection of the number of examples in ICL does
improve downstream effectiveness and efficiency.

The results with the unsupervised QPP-based approach (QPP-
AICL) turned out to be worse than the baseline of static ICL. From
a broader perspective, this points to an important finding - that off-
the-shelf IR approaches without modifications specifically suited
to the underlying characteristics of the downstream tasks in ICL
may not directly yield improvements in the effectiveness of ICL.
For instance, NQC seeks to estimate relevance of documents, and as
we have argued before, that relevance has a different interpretation
for the ICL examples. Although the observations with QPP-AICL
answers CRQ-2 in negative, i.e., an unsupervised approach for an
adaptive selection of ICL examples is substantially worse than a
supervised one, they do suggest that methodologies developed by

Table 1: Macro-averaged precision, recall and F1-scores for
different in-context learning (ICL) methodologies. The col-
umn 𝑘 denotes the number of few-shot examples. For AICL
approaches, this column denotes the average number of ex-
amples used for the respective method. ‘AIS’ denotes the
average input size measured in terms of the number of to-
kens rounded off to the nearest integer.

Evaluation

Dataset Method 𝑘 Precision Recall F-score AIS

AGNews

0-shot 0 0.6569 0.5932 0.5849 60
SICL 1 0.9015 0.9017 0.9016 125
SICL 3 0.9008 0.8997 0.8989 252
SICL 5 0.8963 0.8930 0.8917 380
QPP-AICL 3 0.8545 0.8499 0.8486 220
SAICL 1.87 0.9080 0.9096 0.9067 175

Toxicity

0-shot 0 0.5689 0.6238 0.5769 103
SICL 1 0.5760 0.6989 0.5505 195
SICL 3 0.6092 0.7180 0.6254 335
SICL 5 0.6078 0.7248 0.6217 431
QPP-AICL 3 0.5906 0.6942 0.5977 289
SAICL 3.46 0.6194 0.6983 0.6303 359

SST2

0-shot 0 0.7503 0.5022 0.3379 30
SICL 1 0.8703 0.8703 0.8703 61
SICL 3 0.9140 0.9137 0.9137 121
SICL 5 0.9245 0.9230 0.9230 181
QPP-AICL 3 0.8556 0.8479 0.8470 106
SAICL 4.12 0.9302 0.9304 0.9302 154

researchers in the future for answering any of the open research
questions discussed in this paper should be fundamentally grounded
in modeling the notion of relevance (usefulness of examples) in a
robust and effective manner.

7 CONCLUSION
In this perspective paper, we discuss how some of the recent de-
velopments in generative AI (specifically in-context learning or
ICL) can provide a scope to IR/NLP researchers to revisit some of
the well-researched IR topics in a new light, where the notion of
relevance of a document to an information need changes to that of
usefulness of a few-shot example for a downstreamAI task, e.g., text
classification, question answering etc. More specifically, we suggest
three main verticals in which this research can be structured - each
offering a set of open questions related to core IR research.

The first vertical aims at adaptively adjusting an ICL workflow,
e.g., choosing the number of examples to be used in a data-driven
manner. Initial empirical investigations reported in this perspective
paper shows that this direction is promising. The second vertical
mainly covers devising novel ranking models to better distinguish
(and thereby retrieve at better ranks) a useful few-shot context from
a noisy one. Finally, the third vertical concerns an investigation of
topical diversity in the few-shot examples for better downstream
prediction.

We believe that the research questions that we have proposed
in this paper will benefit the research community to exploit this
synergy between ICL and IR, and eventually guide the development
of new algorithms and techniques.
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